BERYLLS INSIGHTS

WINNING ON CAPITAL MARKETS
WHILE LOSING IN F1. AT €30BN
FERRARI IS VALUED HIGHER
THAN FORD.
By Berylls Strategy Advisors

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY.
1
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WHY LOOK AT FERRARI?
Ferrari is not one of the uprising stars in CASE technologies, only sells around
10,000 cars per year and its recent F1 performance is far from where it once was.
Nevertheless, Ferrari is valued at €30bn. Thus, this paper aims to delve into the
drivers of Ferrari’s market cap.

WHY DOES FERRARI OUTPERFORM THE COMPETITION?
There are three major elements to Ferrari’s current standing.
-

Ferrari has a captivating heritage that sparks passion and emotion in people.
Ferrari has strong profitability that is achieved through superior lifecycle
management and strong price realization. Ferrari’s price realization is a result
of the brand’s desirability, which Ferrari maintains through scarce supply and
limited access to its cars.
-	Ferrari has potential to grow further despite scarcity being a key lever of
desirability. As long as supply remains below demand, the risk of infringing
desirability is limited.
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WHAT CAN OTHERS LEARN FROM FERRARI?
Luxury players should focus on maintaining the desirability of their brand, with
scarcity and limited access being key levers.
Luxury players should carefully evaluate easy growth options against the risk to
infringe desirability through oversupplying the market.
However, the emotions and passion for Ferrari and its remarkable heritage cannot
be copied.
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INVESTORS SEEM TO HAVE FOUND
FAVOR WITH FERRARI. HOWEVER,
ITS HIGH VALUATION IS PUZZLING
AT FIRST.
In last weekend’s F1 race in Portugal, Ferrari
finished 4th and 10th place. Again, a disastrous
result for Ferrari after already poor performances in Germany, Russia, Italy, and Belgium,
only adding to the disappointing season so far.
Racing represents a big part of Ferrari’s legacy
and is deeply enwoven in their current brand
positioning as well. However, capital markets
seem to have grown fond enough with Ferrari
to ignore its poor F1 performance.
Typical stock market darlings in the automobility industry, at the moment, are uprising stars
with regard to CASE technologies. Engaged in
the research and development of, for instance,
advanced battery technology or automated driving, they promise great visions for the
future. Ferrari seems to defy that logic, being a
sportscar brand not at all famous for their CASE
technologies.

At €30bn Ferrari is valued even higher than
Ford and FCA. To set that in perspective, they
sell 4.2mn and 5.4mn cars respectively each
year, while Ferrari only passed the mark of
10,000 cars annually. It is puzzling how such a
small sports car manufacturer can be valued
higher than two major OEMs that are part of the
bedrock of the volume segment.
Ferrari’s small size, CASE positioning, and poor
F1 performance are aspects that are, at first
glance, arguments against a high market cap.
Hence, the objective of this paper is to discover
the true drivers of Ferrari’s valuation.

FERRARI SELLS ONLY 10K CARS BUT IS WORTH MORE THAN FORD & FCA
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FERRARI ORIGINATED FROM
A RACING TEAM THAT TURNED
A NECESSITY INTO A VIRTUE.
four years. In 1947, the first Ferrari-badged car
was finished by Enzo Ferrari’s new company.
Having still no interest in road cars, Enzo Ferrari
only reluctantly built road cars to fund the
Scuderia Ferrari.

WHEN ENZO FERRARI FOUNDED
SCUDERIA FERRARI IN 1929, HE
HAD NO INTEREST IN PRODUCING
ROAD CARS.
Being a racing driver himself, Enzo Ferrari
only cared about racing. Ferrari bought and
prepared racing cars and quickly became the
racing department of Alfa Romeo. Shortly after
Alfa Romeo brought its racing division in-house,
Enzo Ferrari left, but was not allowed to use
the Ferrari name or the prancing horse logo for

Today, the racing heritage is still obvious, but
road cars are not only produced to fund the
racing team but represent the main business
of Ferrari. Consistent growth over the last years
let Ferrari finally surpass the 10,000-mark in
annual unit sales. In 2019, Ferrari generated
€3.8bn in revenue and €0.9bn in EBIT.

FERRARI SHOWED STRONG GROWTH WITH SOLID PROFITABILITY
5
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BUT FERRARI IS MORE
THAN JUST ANOTHER
CAR COMPANY.
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FERRARI IS MORE THAN JUST A
BUSINESS - IT IS PURE EMOTION.
OVER THE DECADES AN I NCREDIBLE
LEGEND HAS FORMED AROUND
FERRARI. FROM STUNNING STORIES
IN RACING TO ASTONISHING ROAD
CARS.
Ferrari’s history in racing began simultaneously
with the formation of Formula One. Back
then, drivers were risking their lives on the
racetrack as a crash almost certainly meant
serious injury or even death. Many drivers
of the Scuderia Ferrari have become true
legends by now such as Alberto Ascari or Niki
Lauda. Most importantly, however, Michael
Schumacher. With 5 world championship titles
for Ferrari, and a record total of 7, he shaped the
Scuderia like no other driver and contributed
significantly to its myth. Who cannot remember
the Sunday afternoons back then watching
Formula One? Hoping that “Schumi” would win,
feeling the pressure and tension themselves.
Listening to the phenomenal sounds of the
V10s and imagining the incredible forces, the
drivers must endure every lap. And then at the
end happily cheering for Michael Schumacher
(again). These times are still remembered as
the glorious days of F1. Besides Formula One,
Ferrari has other racing engagements such as
the legendary 24 Hours of Le Mans.
For a long time, Ferrari’s road cars’ only purpose
was to fund the racing team. Hence, they literally
brought racing technology to the road letting
people get a glimpse of how it must feel to be
a racing driver. Over the years, many Ferrari
models left the factory in Maranello to become
legends of their era. The Ferrari 250 GTO was
originally designed for GT-racing but was also
sold to buyers personally approved by Enzo
Ferrari. Nowadays it breaks records at auctions
as the most expensive car ever sold. Similarly,
legendary are the Ferrari F40 or the Ferrari
Testarossa. But Ferrari’s road cars are also
about elegance and class. They are symbols of
Italian style and temperament.
Now, seeing a Ferrari drive by in real life is not
just rare. It is also impressive. It looks better,
sportier, more elegant than on a picture. It
brings to life all the history that is in the back
of the head. Studying the lines of the car and
its elegant design, images of Italy flash up. The

brain automatically places the beautiful car in
the middle of Rome. Graceful, it slowly rolls
over the cobblestone pavement in front of the
colosseum. It just looks astonishing.
As the Ferrari accelerates, the engine at first
burbles mildly and then roars aggressively as
it gets faster. Immediately, the images of the
car in Rome blur and images of the track in
Monza come up. Excited Tifosi cheer as the
leading Ferrari rushes past with deafening
sound. Enthusiasm and tension are in the air.
The glorious times of Michael Schumacher
seem like yesterday. But then Ferrari’s recent
F1 performance dampens the mood. It is a pity.
Hopefully, they find back to success soon.
With a bang the next gear is engaged, ripping
away the daydream and flashing back into
reality. Wondering what it must feel like to drive
this beauty, the Ferrari turns around a corner
and cuts off sight. While wishing to sit or even
drive a Ferrari, reality hits and the head slowly
turns back into the walking direction. Even
moments later the dreams of driving a Ferrari
come up. Imagining how, with a tip of the foot
such an elegant beauty can turn into the wild
prancing horse on its badge.
The passion behind the brand seems unreal.
Other sportscars seem like dead, clinical driving
machines compared to Ferrari. The rich history
and enthusiasm about the Ferrari brand make
it unique and make people sympathize with it.
That is the reason people want to see Ferrari
strive.
Hence, Ferrari’s market cap is also impacted
by people who want to be part of the Ferrari
community. Instead of, or complementary to,
buying a F
errari, people invest into its stock
because they want to help fund the company,
they are so passionate about. This phenomenon
is common in capital markets nowadays. Capital
markets seem more and more driven by stories.
While these stories are typically about visions
of the future, Ferrari is the complete opposite.
Ferrari fans revel in nostalgia and its market
cap seems to be about its history and related
emotions.
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IF RACING IS ONE OF THE ORIGINS
OF THE EMOTIONS, DO RACE
RESULTS EFFECT THE BUSINESS?
The emotions and passion around Ferrari at
least partly originate from racing. If racing
is so ingrained in the heritage and current
positioning, and thus at the heart of the brand
image, are there spillover effects from racing
into the performance of the road car business?

Reflecting the strong sales growth and
consistent stock price increase over the last
years with only being among the runner ups
behind Mercedes over the same period, raises
the question whether racing results actually
have an effect on car sales or on the stock price.
A positive effect of racing on sales would mean
that after a good performance in racing there
is an increase in car sales. As Ferrari’s vehicle
sales showed a general upward trend since its
founding year, one could argue that the good
performance in racing pushed sales. However,
whether there was a slower increase or even
a decrease after a period of poor racing

results and a significantly stronger increase
after outstanding racing results is difficult to
determine.
Removing the general upward trend of car sales
by using the year over year change in sales and
plotting this against the number of race wins
in percent of the number of races, paints a
different picture. A quick glance does not reveal
an obvious relationship. Only in some instances
one can identify a decrease after a year of poor
performance and a strong increase after a year
of good performance. This pattern does not
show consistently and latest after 2010 sales
and racing performance seem completely
decoupled.

IT SEEMS FERRARI’S F1 PERFORMANCE EARLIER HAD AN IMPACT IN SOME
INSTANCES BUT IS DECOUPLED LATEST SINCE 2010.

RACE WINS IN F1 VS. CAR SALES

to remove the general upward trend the car sales are displayed as
the year over year change in car sales
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Regressing the race wins on the year over
year change in sales leads to a slightly positive
coefficient of race wins indicating a positive
impact on sales.

However, the results are not statistically
significant. Therefore, although it appears like
there is a relation in some instances, it cannot
be concluded that there is one.
With regard to the stock price’s relationship with
racing performance, an analysis is only possible
since Ferrari’s IPO on 20th October 2015 as an
independent company after its split from FCA.
A positive relationship of racing performance
with the stock price would mean that after a
good racing result the stock price is higher than
before that.

With the race happening on Sunday, the last
price of the stock before the race is Friday’s
closing price. Following the efficient markets
hypothesis which states that new information is
immediately incorporated in stock prices, it can
be assumed that on Monday’s closing price the
race result is already fully reflected in the stock
price. To quantify the race results, the points
scored by both Ferrari drivers on the respective
race weekend are used.
From the time-series plot of the stock price
change from Friday’s to Monday’s closing price
against the race results no distinct pattern can
be 
observed visually. Even the outstandingly
poor race results of the last couple of weeks
seem to have no significant effect.

THE TIME-SERIES OF RACE RESULTS COMPARED TO THE STOCK MARKET
PERFORMANCE SHOWS NO OBVIOUS PATTERN.
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Regressing the race result on the stock price
change over the race weekend surprisingly
leads to a negative coefficient. This means
that a positive result in a race would have a
negative impact on the stock price. However, the
regression results are not significant therefore
no effect of racing performance on stock price
can be c oncluded.

THEREFORE, FERRARI’S FORMULA
ONE PERFORMANCE IS INDEED
DECOUPLED FROM ITS SALES AND
ITS STOCK PRICE IN THE SHORT
TERM.

While there is still headroom for more
substantiated statistical analyses, these results
already indicate that an effect of Formula One
race results on sales or stock price is doubtful
to say the least. Individual races or individual
seasons don’t seem to have a significant impact.

FERRARI'S STOCK PRICE SEEMS DECOUPLED FROM F1 RACE RESULTS.
A SIGNIFICANT EFFECT ON STOCK PRICE CANNOT BE OBSERVED.
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IF RACE RESULTS HAVE N
 O
IMMEDIATE IMPACT, WHAT
DRIVES MARKET CAP BESIDES
EMOTIONS?
Even though the recent races did not have a
negative impact as suggested in this paper’s
title and racing generally seems to have no
significant effect on stock or sales performance
in the short term, the question for the drivers
of Ferrari’s market cap becomes even more
interesting.

At the outset, Ferrari’s incredibly high market cap
was compared to that of other car manufacturers
and is higher than Ford’s and FCA’s despite
Ferrari’s low sales figures compared to these
volume manufacturers. However, the direct
competitors of Ferrari are obviously others
than Ford and FCA. Ferrari rather competes
with other luxury car manufacturers such
as 
Lamborghini, McLaren, Bentley, and
Aston Martin.

MOST COMPETITORS OFFER ENTRY MODELS BELOW THE LEAST EXPENSIVE FERRARI
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A typical assumption about luxury brands is that
they have high margins. Indeed, Ferrari’s gross
margin is at 52.1% which is more than double that
of Toyota, the best performing volume OEM, and
significantly more than Aston Martin’s, the only
other publicly listed luxury car manufacturer.

Comparing EBIT margins, Ferrari stands out
equally strongly with 24.3% while Daimler and
BMW reach 2.5% and 7.1% respectively. Closest
of the large OEMs comes Toyota, but with 8.2%
achieves only roughly a third of Ferrari’s EBIT
margin.

FERRARI HAS THE HIGHEST MARGINS IN THE INDUSTRY
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For Daimler and BMW, typical players in the
premium segment, features are at the core of
the competition. As features are costly, premium
is still a cost-plus business. In luxury, the main
factor driving price is desirability. Thereby, the
price is decoupled from the cost enabling high
margins. Consequently, the basic assumption
is that luxury brands generally have higher
margins because they can charge outrageously
high prices compared to the cost of the
goods sold.

To attribute Ferrari’s high EBIT margins to its
affiliation to the luxury segment, however, is
too easy. While this logic might apply to luxury
fashion, it does not translate directly to luxury
cars. A luxury handbag is not offering any
additional features over a €69 handbag but can

command a price of over €2,000 because it is
desirable. Since it costs only marginally more to
make a luxury handbag than the cheaper one,
it is clear why luxury fashion brands have an
outrageous gross margin and enough profit left
even after hefty marketing & distribution costs.
This is quite different for cars since it costs
considerably more to produce a Ferrari than a
VW Golf. In addition, the R&D investment in a
new Ferrari model is not too different from the
investment for a new volume car. This forbids
Ferrari from having the short life cycles and huge
variety the fashion industry can afford, despite
sports cars being intrinsically fashionable.
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IF LUXURY IS NOT I NHERENTLY
SUPERIOR, WHY DOES FERRARI
OUTPERFORM?

As the luxury car industry seems to have more
stumbling stones with regard to managing costs
and margins, the assumption that luxury
generally has high margins cannot hold up.
Therefore, it can also not be argued that Ferrari
outperforms other premium or volume car
manufacturers due to the nature of the luxury
industry, as it is not inherently more profitable.

outstanding design and great performance.
Since physical features are only the minimum
requirement in luxury, however, desirability is a
key differentiating factor. Thereby, high
desirability upholds Ferrari’s price realization,
which is key to luxury profitability as a decline in
desirability would lead to a rapid decline of
pricing power and thus reduce the margin.

BUT WHY DOES FERRARI STAND
OUT THEN? OR ASKING THE OTHER
WAY ROUND, WHY ARE FERRARI’S
COMPETITORS, MCLAREN, ASTON
MARTIN, LAMBORGHINI, AND BENTLEY
AMONG OTHERS, NOT DOING SO WELL?

Consequently, maintaining and developing the
brand’s desirability is at the core of managing
luxury – and Ferrari manages it best. There is a
multitude of factors that influence desirability, a
few that Ferrari exceeds on are presented in the
following.

Ferrari outshines its competitors with regard to
the core of the competition in luxury –
desirability. All the luxury sports car
manufacturers have high quality products with
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FERRARI UNDERSTANDS
HOW TO MAINTAIN
DESIRABILITY.

THE DESIRABILITY OF A LUXURY
BRAND IS THE RESULT OF THE
BRAND’S ATTRACTIVENESS AND
SCARCITY.
Although often neglected, scarcity is equally
crucial as both elements reinforce each other. In
general, scarcity comes from supply being lower
than demand. The realization that a desired
product is scarce increases the desire for it
and hence justifies a higher price. Therefore,
to successfully maintain the uniqueness of a
luxury brand, scarcity is crucial.
However, most luxury car brands are, or have
been, guilty of oversupplying the market. They
should either produce fewer cars, or even better,
increase demand and keep supply strictly below
this (growing) demand. It seems only Ferrari has
gotten this right. Besides the general notion of
keeping supply below demand, there are more
tangible artefacts of Ferrari creating desirability
through scarcity.

FIRST, FERRARI IS BUILDING NO
CARS TO STOCK.
Every Ferrari is purpose build – for a customer
order, a demo car at a retailer, or for the press.
Therefore, at Ferrari one cannot just go to the
dealer and drive one off the dealer’s lot. To avoid
this to be compromised by the resale of demo
cars or lease returns, there are strict regulations
for that. Ferrari established an airtight system
to control the distribution of their cars.
Rolls-Royce, for comparison, prides itself in
public with the ability to build your specific
dream car to exactly your specifications but
actually sells the majority from stock.

SECOND, THERE ARE LONG WAITING
PERIODS WHEN ORDERING EVEN AN
ENTRY LEVEL FERRARI, AS A SIDE
EFFECT OF PURPOSE BUILDING
EVERY CAR.
Only loyal customers are even able to order
special models like the current Monza SP1.
While long waiting periods seem like something
to avoid in a customer experience, in this case
they are actually beneficial as they create the
impression of scarcity and let the customer feel
special.

THIRD, WHEN BUYING A FERRARI, ONE
CANNOT EXPECT TO GET A NOTABLE
REBATE.
Anecdotes mention rebates of 3% or less for
“mass” Ferraris – provided by the dealers, with
no incentive from Ferrari itself. While this again
limits the access to Ferraris and thus creates
scarcity, it also shows the effect of strong
desirability – price realization. The discipline
of the retail network, necessary to enforce
the rebate policy as well as the strict control
over every car, comes natural to a successful
luxury car maker due to the attractiveness of
its franchise for retailers, but is also controlled
by Ferrari.
A positive side effect of the above aspects is that
Ferraris achieve incredibly high resale values.
This appeals to the more stingy customers
among the rich and even attracts some
customers that speculate on a value increase.
Thus, it is a win-win for all sides, customers,
dealers, and Ferrari.
Besides these examples of Ferrari’s superior
management of desirability, there is another
aspect that seems to give Ferrari an edge in two
dimensions – product lifecycle management.
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FERRARI’S GOOD LIFECYCLE
MANAGEMENT PAYS IN ON
DESIRABILITY AND PRESERVES
PROFITABILITY.
SINCE THE DEVELOPMENT OF A CAR
COMES WITH LARGE INVESTMENTS,
THE LENGTH OF A CAR’S LIFECYCLE IS
A CRITICAL DECISION.
This decision becomes even more pressing
for a luxury car manufacturer because the
investment has to pay off from only a fraction of
the sales of a volume manufacturer. Therefore,
one key aspect is to maintain the desirability
over the life cycle in order to sustain the pricing
power. With regard to life cycle management,
Ferrari does three things really well.

FIRST, FERRARI HAS SHORTER 
LIFE CYCLES.
A Ferrari model lives around 5 years and has a
refresh after 3 years, while competitor models
typically live around 7-10 years. Shorter life
cycles keep up the desirability as newer cars are
more attractive and typically higher demanded.

SECOND, FERRARI USES SIMILAR
TECHNOLOGY OVER SEVERAL CYCLES
TO KEEP COSTS DOWN.

naturally aspirated F136 engine family was used
over roughly 15 years in different variations for
several models, for example the Ferrari 458
and 430. Its turbo-charged successor, the F154,
among other models used in the 488 GTB, 488
Pista and now the F8 Tributo, is already 7 years
old. That combined with a smart architecture
strategy makes the R&D and capex affordable.

THIRD, IN COMBINATION WITH THE
SHORTER LIFE CYCLES, FERRARI HAS
A SUPERIOR FACELIFT STRATEGY.
While competitors usually equip a model
with free options at the refresh and therefore
effectively lower the price, Ferrari substantially
increases the performance and charges a higher
price. Thereby, Ferrari gives the model a very
profitable second life by preserving desirability
through increased performance.
To summarize, Ferrari is maintaining desirability
through limited access and superior lifecycle
management. Among other factors, purposebuilding cars with long waiting periods and
relatively short lifecycles with a clever facelift
strategy give Ferrari an edge over its competitors.

Shorter life cycles require more frequent
developments of new cars. Therefore, the high
investments to develop a car occur more often.
However, Ferrari manages to reduce that by
intelligently re-using the technology from older
models in new models. A good example of this
are Ferrari engines. Engines are typically only
slightly reworked from life cycle to life cycle and
live much longer than individual models. The
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IF SCARCITY IS A SOURCE OF
DESIRABILITY, CAN FERRARI GROW?
So far, two major drivers of Ferrari’s market
cap have been elaborated on. The passion and
emotions associated with Ferrari as well as
Ferrari’s superior profitability that results from
its persistence on limiting access to its cars and
clever lifecycle management.

Another key consideration in the valuation of
a company is its potential to grow. As Ferrari’s
current market cap is relatively high compared
to its EBIT, capital markets likely expect strong
growth. However, if one of the key levers to impact
desirability is to limit supply below demand, how
can there be room to grow for Ferrari without
infringing its desirability? Although every bit of
oversupply is indeed poison for a luxury brand,
there are several growth options nevertheless.

FIRST, VEHICLE SALES ARE NOT THE
ONLY LEVER TO GROW THE TOP LINE.
Ferrari is already very actively utilizing
merchandise to commercialize its brand. In 2019
merchandise (and other sponsorship revenues)
contributed 14% of the brands revenue. With
such a well-recognized brand there could still
be potential to grow. Besides growing the topline, however, merchandise holds another
upside. It makes the Ferrari brand accessible
to a broader population and thereby increases
brand awareness. Therefore, the desirability
of the core product benefits while accessibility
and thus scarcity of the core product remain
unchanged.

SECOND, THERE IS ALSO AMPLE
HEADROOM REGARDING VEHICLE
SALES.

does not reduce but increase desirability. With
customers having to wait for an entry level car
and earn the right over years even to order a
special car limits the accessibility enough to
maintain their desirability. Thus, Ferrari is yet far
away from saturation being a growth limitation
for Ferrari. Scarcity on the other hand requires
that supply is lower than demand. Therefore,
Ferrari can grow supply as long as they can grow
demand.

THIRD, BESIDES SELLING MORE OF
THE EXISTING MODELS FERRARI
COULD EXTEND ITS PORTFOLIO.
A portfolio extension holds only a limited
risk of infringing desirability. As an additional
model likely attracts customers from a different
customer segment, the risk to oversupply one
of the existing customer segments is narrowed.
Ferrari already tries to offer luxurious sports
cars ranging from purely performance-oriented
models to more comfortable, versatile, or
elegant models. A significant portfolio extension
is coming in 2021 with the Purosangue, Ferrari’s
first SUV. The new model is intended to attract
customers from a new and strongly growing
segment. Furthermore, the Purosangue likely
strengthens Ferrari’s position in the Asia-Pacific
and North American markets as SUVs are in
even greater demand there.
However, growing the product portfolio also
represents a risk to profitability and should
therefore be used carefully. Offering an
increasing number of models adds to complexity
and cost. Until now, Ferrari seems well prepared
by having two architectures (front/mid-engine
and mid/rear engine) all models are based upon.

The need for scarcity does not generally mean
that there is a given limit to Ferrari’s volume in
a market. Scarcity should not be confused with
a low saturation of the target segment. Having
a Ferrari is no reason to not purchase a second
one and seeing other rich people drive a Ferrari
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IN CONCLUSION, FERRARI INDEED
SEEMS TO HAVE POTENTIAL TO GROW
WITHOUT RISKING OVERSUPPLYING
THE MARKET.
However, with further growth, Ferrari
faces an additional risk from a regulatory
perspective. Car manufacturers are subject to
comprehensive and constantly evolving laws
and regulations regarding tailpipe emissions.
With emission 
regulations around the world
tightening, car manufacturers are struggling to
fulfill the ambitious targets set forth and face
severe penalties if they do not. However, there
are usually derogations or exceptions for small
manufacturers. Within the EU regulation, Ferrari
has benefited from such a derogation in 2019
as it was responsible for fewer than 10,000 new
vehicle registrations in the EU. In the maze of
regulations in different jurisdictions, however,
there is a plethora of varying requirements for
the derogation of small manufacturers.
Exceeding such a criterion for a derogation
or a tightening of the criteria by the regulator
would raise question marks for both Ferrari’s
profitability and the viability of the pursuit of
further growth. Thus, accelerating environmental
concerns and tightening regulation could

undermine the sustainability of Ferrari’s growth
in the future. However, against the background
of the current regulatory landscape, the growth
prospects of Ferrari are not yet seriously limited.
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HOW DOES ALL THAT
EXPLAIN FERRARI’S
MARKET CAP?
In summary, this paper identified three elements
that likely explain a large part of Ferrari’s market
cap. First, despite the possible regulatory
limitations and the necessity to keep supply
below demand, Ferrari has significant potential
to grow. Second, Ferrari has the highest margins
in the industry. With its measures to maintain
desirability, a key driver of price realization,
these margins likely are persistent. Third, the
emotional aspects associated with Ferrari due
to its heritage cannot be neglected.
Beyond the influence of Ferrari but likely
contributing to its valuation is the fact that
Ferrari is the only well performing luxury car
maker that is publicly listed. Thus, its market cap
could also be driven by desirability and scarcity,
like its profitability.

KEY CONSIDERATIONS
FOR LUXURY PLAYERS.
The ultimate objective for every luxury brand
should be to maintain desirability. Scarcity is a
key lever to maintain desirability as it limits the
access to the brand and boosts price realization.
At the same time, luxury players should keep an
eye out for growth options that bear a low risk of
infringing desirability.
Fulfilling this objective requires excellence in
managing in every aspect. In luxury one just
cannot afford mistakes as a luxury brand can
be destroyed in a fraction of the time it took to
build it. Thus, luxury brands should set the same
standards they have for their products for their
management.
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SEEKING ADVICE?
MEET BERYLLS.
Berylls Strategy Advisors is a top management consulting firm specialized in
the automotive industry, with offices in Detroit, in Munich and Berlin, in China,
in Great Britain, in South Korea and in Switzerland. Our strategy advisors and
associated expert network collaborate with automotive manufacturers,
automotive suppliers, engineering services providers, outfitters and investors
to find answers to the automotive industry’s key challenges. Our main focus is
on innovation and growth strategies, support for mergers and acquisitions,
organizational development and transformation and profit improvement
measures across the entire value chain.
In addition, together with our clients, experts at Berylls Digital Ventures
develop solutions for digitizing and transforming the business models of OEMs,
suppliers, engineering services providers and mobility providers. Longstanding
experience, well-founded knowledge, innovative solutions, as well as an
entrepreneurial mindset distinguish Berylls consulting teams. Through
partnerships with experts, Berylls can draw on in-depth technology expertise,
a comprehensive understanding of the market, and powerful networks in
order to develop workable solutions.
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